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Behind every success story, there’s a plan 

Presentation Skills 
Performance, Practice & Poise 
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Discussion 
• What adjectives would you use to describe an 

excellent presenter? 
• What adjectives would you use to describe an 

excellent presentation? 

Compelling:  having a powerful and irresistible 
effect; requiring acute admiration, attention, or 
respect: a man [or woman] of compelling 
integrity; a compelling drama. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Result – good presentations are compelling
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Today’s Topics 
Topic # % 

Effective storytelling 15 65% 

Performance 12 52% 

Connecting with the audience 8 35% 

Controlling your environment 8 35% 

Presentation structure and design 3 13% 



Behind every success story, there’s a plan 

STORIES 
Creating a visual impact with words 
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• Simple, timeless and demographic 
proof 

• Strong cultural componentStrong 
impact on memory  

• Effective learning method 
• Seek meaning from the random 
 

 
 

The Why & How of Story Telling 

Stories 
drive 

action 

Simulation 

Inspiration 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Simple, timeless and demo-graphic proofStrong impact on memory Inspire and engageEffective learning methodStories drive action through:simulationinspirationHelp people see how an existing problem might change
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Story Structure 

Result 

• Lesson learned 
and bring back 
to why 

Action 

• Focus on 
overcoming 
challenge(s) 

Obstacle 

• Define  a 
challenge(s)  
you overcame 

Situation 

• When, where, 
subject (hero), 
and goal 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Simple, timeless and demo-graphic proofStrong impact on memory Inspire and engageEffective learning method
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Characteristics of a Good Story 
 The characters come alive  
 The audience can relate to the story  
 The story addresses the issues at hand 
 It is told well  
 The plot involves a transformation  
 The storyteller is sincere  
 The story fits the occasion  

The Moth 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Are stories used affectively in policy and business presentations?

http://www.themoth.org/listen
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Story Activity 
• Get into groups of three 

or four 
• One person narrate a 

short personal story on 
one of the follow topics 

• Partners ask questions 
or give suggestions to 
develop the story using 
the SOAR model 

 
 

 

Topics 
• My best funny story 

• When I discovered science 
• My great discovery 

• My greatest adventure 
 

15 minutes 
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MATT HARTINGS:  
MY BACON 
NUMBER 
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WYATT CENAC: 
DRUNK DRIVING 

FOR SCIENCE 

 



Behind every success story, there’s a plan 

PERFORMANCE 
Strategic use of voice, movement and messaging  
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Words 
Elicit 

senses 

Picture the 
abstract 

Connotation 

Memory 

Repetition 

Rhythm 

Connect 

Humor 

Build Ethos 
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Voice 
Emotion 

Speed 

Pitch 

Volume  

Tone 

Warmth 

Character 

Articulate 

Projection 

Resonance 

Core 
Strength 

Find  Your 
Voice 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Tony Robins - The story of the end -  17:26 to end
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Body 
Ethos 

Confidence 

Power 
stance  

Memory 

Visual cues 

Time and 
space 

Engage 

Imagery for 
stories 

Using the 
whole room 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Amy Cuddy: Your body language shapes who you are12:40  - 19:00Body language affects how others see us, but it may also change how we see ourselves. Social psychologist Amy Cuddy shows how "power posing" -- standing in a posture of confidence, even when we don't feel confident -- can affect testosterone (increases) and cortisol levels (lowers) in the brain, and might even have an impact on our chances for success.�
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Mental Agility 
Practice Round 
• One person takes a card from the pile; take 10 

seconds minutes to think about it.  
• Stand up and speak for 1 minute on the topic.  
Performance Round 
• Everyone takes one card from the pile; select 

one of the principles  from voice, body or 
words to practice using 

• Take turns speaking  for 1 minute on the topic 
 

 



Behind every success story, there’s a plan 

PERCEPTIONS 
How others respond to our ideas 
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Aristotle’s Rules 

• Argument by 
Logic Logos 

• Argument by 
Emotion Pathos 

• Argument by 
Character Ethos 
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The Social Brain 

Away 
Threat 

Toward 
Reward 

Status 

Certainty 

Autonomy 

Relatedness 

Fairness 
Your Brain at Work by David Rock 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Your Brain at Work - David Rock – Brain uses the limbic system for basic environmental threatWe use the same thing with social situations and decisionsEquate physical pain and mental/emotional pain – both light up the limbic systemLimbic takes away the ability to use the higher brain and thinkingThreat is much faster to overcome that others. How do we connect these to Aristotle’s Principles of ArgumentRelatedness – when connect and trust, you can feel what they feel and what they knowFoe is the default – good looking, baby and drunk overcome thisCan’t maximize all at ones – you want to pick some to improve rewards.When you minimize threat – you allow people to keep their mind open and think on high level.Focus on Reward – Deep engagement – increasing all of these things – how it makes a difference.Attention is key – if you gain someone’s attention, positively, you can have a great impact.
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Made to Stick 
Why Some Ideas Survive and Others Die 

Simple 
Unexpected 

Concrete 
Credible 

Emotional 
Stories 

By Chip & Dan Heath 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Simplicity isn’t about dumbing down, it’s about prioritizing.   (Southwest will be THE low-fare airline.) What’s the core of your message? Can you communicate it with an analogy or high-concept pitch?To get attention, violate a schema. (The Nordie who ironed a shirt…) To hold attention, use curiosity gaps. (What are Saturn’s rings made of?) Before your message can stick, your audience has to want it.To be concrete, use sensory language.  (Think Aesop’s fables.) Paint a mental picture. (“A man on the moon…”) Remember the Velcro theory of memory—try to hook into multiple types of memory. Ideas can get credibility from outside (authorities or anti-authorities) or from within, using human-scale statistics or vivid details. Let people “try before they buy.” (Where’s the Beef?) People care about people, not numbers. (Remember Rokia.) Don’t forget the WIIFY (What’s In It For You). But identity appeals can often trump self-interest. (“Don’t Mess With Texas” spoke to Bubba’s identity.)  Stories drive action through simulation (what to do) and inspiration (the motivation to do it).  Think Jared. Springboard stories (See Denning’s World Bank tale) help people see how an existing problem might change.



Behind every success story, there’s a plan 

FEAR & POWER 
The thing that trumps words and tricks the brain 
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Making Immediate Connections 
 

 Audience 
Research Introduction Perception 

of Calm 

Recognition Humor Story 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Watch Don Knotts Movie – from beginninghttp://science.howstuffworks.com/environmental/life/inside-the-mind/emotions/fear.htmThalamus - decides where to send incoming sensory data (from eyes, ears, mouth, skin)Sensory cortex - interprets sensory dataHippocampus - stores and retrieves conscious memories; processes sets of stimuli to establish contextAmygdala - decodes emotions; determines possible threat; stores fear memoriesHypothalamus - activates "fight or flight" response



Exposure 
Therapy 
Preparation 

 Practice 
Power  

non     
Perfection 



 
“It felt like I imagined it would.” 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Michael Phelps Story. Success 



Power Pose 
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Handling Questions 
 Be prepared 
 Be alert 
 Be conclusive 
 Be respectful 
 Be in control 

Answer 

Reverse 

Relay 

Don’t Know 

Reframe 
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